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Effective theory:Different processes are sensitive to different operators

clean exp signature;
robust theory calc;
high sensitivity
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CMS is marvelous for HF studies
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l Flexible triggers
l Large silicon tracker
l Strong magnetic field
l Broad acceptance
l Superb muon systems

l Three different devices, coverage up to |η|<2.4
l Dimuon mass resolution  ~0.6-1.5% (depending on |y|).
l General fake rate  ≤1%

l ≤0.1% for pi,K; ≤0.05% for proton with a tight muon ID

See also talks:
• Manzoni, Fedi, Ronchese, Guisao, Ozcelik, Boletti
• S. Fiorendi talk for HL-LHC aspects

In this talk: results based on ~20fb-1 data from 2012(8TeV)
B0 ➝ K*0μ+ μ− : AFB, FL and BF
B0 ➝ K*0μ+ μ− : P1, P5’
B+➝ K+μ+ μ− : AFB, FH

Phys. Lett. B 753, 424 (2016).
arxiv: 1710.02846, Phys. Lett. B (2018)

CMS-BPH-15-001
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Decay Rate

Mauro Dinardo, Universita` degli Studi di Milano Bicocca and INFN

1 Introduction1

The B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ� decay,1 where K⇤0 ! K+⇡�, is a b ! s flavour changing neutral2

current process that is mediated by electroweak box and penguin type diagrams in the3

Standard Model (SM). The angular distribution of the K+⇡�µ+µ� system o↵ers particular4

sensitivity to contributions from new particles in extensions to the SM. The di↵erential5

branching fraction of the decay also provides information on the contribution from those6

new particles but typically su↵ers from larger theoretical uncertainties due to hadronic7

form factors.8

The angular distribution of the decay can be described by three angles (✓
`

, ✓
K

and9

�) and by the invariant mass squared of the dimuon system (q2). The B0! K⇤0µ+µ�
10

decay is self-tagging through the charge of the kaon and so there is some freedom in the11

choice of the angular basis that is used to describe the decay. In this paper, the angle12

✓
`

is defined as the angle between the direction of the µ+ (µ�) in the dimuon rest frame13

and the direction of the dimuon in the B0 (B0) rest frame. The angle ✓
K

is defined as14

the angle between the direction of the kaon in the K⇤0 (K⇤0) rest frame and the direction15

of the K⇤0 (K⇤0) in the B0 (B0) rest frame. The angle � is the angle between the plane16

containing the µ+ and µ� and the plane containing the kaon and pion from the K⇤0. A17

detailed description of the angular basis is given in Appendix A. In this basis, the angular18

definition for the B0 decay is a CP transformation of that for the B0 decay.19

Using the notation of Ref. [1], and assuming equal numbers of B0 and B0 decays, the20

di↵erential decay rate corresponds to21
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22

where the S
i

terms are CP averages between B0 and B0 of bilinear combinations of K⇤0
23

decay amplitudes that vary with q2. The terms S
7

, S
8

and S
9

are suppressed by the small24

size of the strong phase di↵erence between the amplitudes involved and are expected to25

be close to zero across the full q2 range not only in the SM but also in most extensions.26

To reveal the e↵ect of new particles, it is better to look instead at the corresponding CP27

asymmetries A
7

, A
8

and A
9

, between B0 and B0, which are not suppressed by the size of28

1Charge conjugation is implied throughout this paper unless stated otherwise.
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Complete description of the decay rate:
11 variables !

Complete description of the decay rate: 11 variables!
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Simplified decay rates and 
parameters
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FL :Fraction of longitudinal polarization of 
the K* 
AFB:Forward-backward asymmetry of the 
dilepton system
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CMS 8TeV Results 
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The CMS results are in good agreement 
with the SM predictions, indicating no 
strong contribution from physics beyond 
the standard model.

CMS Collaboration / Physics Letters B 753 (2016) 424–448 431

Fig. 4. Measured values of FL, AFB, and dB/dq2 versus q2 for B0 → K∗0µ+µ− . The 
statistical uncertainty is shown by the inner vertical bars, while the outer vertical 
bars give the total uncertainty. The horizontal bars show the bin widths. The vertical 
shaded regions correspond to the J/ψ and ψ ′ resonances. The other shaded regions 
show the two SM predictions after rate averaging across the q2 bins to provide a 
direct comparison to the data. Controlled theoretical predictions are not available 
near the J/ψ and ψ ′ resonances.
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The CMS measurements are consistent 
with the other results, with comparable 
or higher precision.
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𝑩𝟎 → 𝑲∗𝟎 𝝁'𝝁(: 		𝐚𝐧𝐠𝐮𝐥𝐚𝐫	𝐨𝐛𝐬𝐞𝐫𝐯𝐚𝐛𝐥𝐞𝐬	𝐨𝐟	𝐏𝟏,𝐏𝟓′
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Ø Several B anomalies point to discrepancy with SM at ~3sigma

Ø Form-factor independent observables P5’, P1 could be checked by CMS

Ø Folding the pdf around 𝚽=0 and 𝜽𝒍=𝜋/2

S-wave	and	S&P-wave	interference

CMS-BPH-15-008 P-wave
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BC → K∗C µ'µ(

Efficiency 

• signal , control channels; 
• correctly tagged , mistagged events

2FG	𝑞I bin,	Correctly	tagged	events

𝐓𝐡𝐞	𝐩𝐫𝐨𝐛𝐚𝐛𝐢𝐥𝐢𝐭𝐲	𝐝𝐞𝐧𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐲	𝐟𝐮𝐧𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧

Correctly	tagged	events

Mistagged events

Background

Mistag fraction

Signal contribution: mass shape (double gaussian), decay rate, and 3D 
efficiency function.
Background contribution: mass shape (exponential) and different degrees 
polynomial functions for each angular variable

𝐄𝐟𝐟𝐢𝐜𝐢𝐞𝐧𝐜𝐲	&	𝐩. 𝐝. 𝐟

CMS-BPH-15-008
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Strategy 
Ø Extracted from unbinned extended maximum likelihood fit in each bin: 

𝒎(𝑲'𝝅(𝝁'𝝁(), cos(𝜽𝒍), cos(𝜽𝒌), 𝜱

Ø Fit performed in two steps:

1. fit sidebands to determine background shape, fixed in the next step

2. fit whole mass spectrum, 5 free parameters

Ø Feldman-Cousins method with profiling nuisance parameters

Validation with data control channels
• Fit performed with FL free to float 

• Measured FL agrees with PDG value

Fitting & Validation BC → K∗C µ'µ(

𝑩𝟎 → 𝑲∗𝟎𝝍CMS-BPH-15-008
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2FG	𝑞I bin

Total fit                                  Signal ( correctly tagged)

Signal (mistagged)               Background

A total of ~1400 signal events in all q2 bins

BC → K∗C µ'µ(Fitting Results

CMS-BPH-15-008
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• The events are fit in seven 𝑞I bins from 1 to 19 𝐺𝑒𝑉I, yielding 1397 signal 

and 1794 background events in total.

• CMS results are consistent with SM and previous measurements.
LHCb: JHEP 02 (2016) 104
Belle: Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 111801 (2017) 
SM-DHMV: JHEP 01 (2013) 048, JHEP 05 (2013) 137

J/ψ

Ψ(2s)

Ψ(2s)J/ψ

P1 and P5’ r𝐞𝐬𝐮𝐥𝐭𝐬	 𝑩𝟎 → 𝑲∗𝟎 𝝁'𝝁(

Public result page:
https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/BPH-15-008/index.html

2018/5/10 BEAUTY2018

arxiv: 1710.02846
Phys. Lett. B (2018) in press.
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B' → K'𝜇'𝜇(：Angular analysis

2018/5/10BEAUTY2018 13

ØThe differential decay rate of the B'(B() decay, as a function of 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃d, 
can be written as:

e
f
gf[ij→kjljlm]

g opq rs
= u

v
1 − Fz 1 − cosI 𝜃d + e

I
Fz +𝒜�i cos 𝜃d

0 ≤ Fz ≤ 3, 	 |𝒜�i| ≤ min(1, Fz 2⁄ )

𝜃d : angle between the µ'(µ() and the K((K') in the rest frame of the dimuon system.
𝒜�i: µ'µ( forward-backward asymmetry.
Fz:  the contribution from (pseudo)scalar and tensor amplitudes to the decay width.

Ɋି

Ɋା

�ା

�ା z

ߴߴ

CMS-BPH-15-001
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Ø 𝒑𝒅𝒇(𝒎,𝝑𝒍) = 𝑌� � 𝑆 𝑚 � 𝑆 𝜃d � 𝜀(𝜃d) +	𝑌� � 𝐵 𝑚 � 𝐵 𝜃d
üSignal: mass shape (double Gaussian), angular shape, and efficiency function.
üBackground contribution: mass shape (exponential) and different degrees polynomial 

plus a Gaussian function for each angular variable.

Ø Efficiency:
• Factorized into an acceptance and a reco efficiency, for each q2 bin
• the signal efficiency ε(cosθl) is parametrized with a sixth-order polynomial. 

2018/5/10BEAUTY2018 14

B' → K'𝜇'𝜇(：pdf and efficiency

CMS-BPH-15-001
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ØFitting strategy: 
üextracted from un-binned extended maximum likelihood fit in each bin:

𝑚 𝐾'𝜇'𝜇( , 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃d
üFit performed in two steps:

1) fit sidebands to determined background shape, fixed in the next step; 
2) fit whole mass spectrum, 5 free parameters,𝐴�i, 𝐹z, yields and background mass 
shape parameters. 

ØValidation with data control channels: 
üCross section σ�/�kj measured, comparable with 7TeV(CMS-BPH-10-004) and 

13TeV(CMS-BPH-15-004) results, extrapolated by FONLL; 
üRatio of branching fractions measured agrees with PDG value. 

ØSeveral validation steps are performed with simulation: 
• with large size of MC signal sample
• with signal MC subsamples 
• with 200 pseudo experiments 

Fitting and validation

2018/5/10BEAUTY2018 15

CMS-BPH-15-001
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Fitting result projections on mass

2018/5/10BEAUTY2018 16

CMS-BPH-15-001
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Fitting result projections on angle

2018/5/10BEAUTY2018 17

CMS-BPH-15-001
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B' → K'𝜇'𝜇(	𝑨𝐅𝐁 and 𝑭𝐇 results

2018/5/10BEAUTY2018 18

The measured 𝐴 � and 𝐹¡	show good agreement with the SM predictions within 
the uncertainty. 
No clear indication of new physics beyond the SM could be drawn from present 
results. 

CMS-BPH-15-001

𝑱/𝝍

𝝍(𝟐𝑺)

𝑱/𝝍

𝝍(𝟐𝑺)AFB FH

Public result page:
https://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/preliminary-results/BPH-15-001/index.html
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Summary
■ Rare FCNC transitions b➝sμ+μ− are good probes of

physics beyond standard model
■ CMS has performed several angular analyses 

◆ B0➝ K*0μ+ μ− : AFB, FL and BF
◆ B0➝ K*0μ+ μ− : P1, P5’
◆ B+➝ K+μ+ μ− : AFB, FH

■ They provide precise tests of SM predictions. No deviations
from theory are seen

■ More are coming ... Stay tuned!
◆ Sister analyses with Run-I data
◆ More results based on Run-II data

2018/5/10 BEAUTY2018 19

Thank You

Phys. Lett. B 753, 424 (2016).

arxiv: 1710.02846, Phys. Lett. B (2018)
CMS-BPH-15-001
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𝐹¥, 𝐹� ,𝐴¦ uncertainty	
propagation:	
• Generate	a	large data,		
𝒪(100×data),	 pseudo	
experiments	(one	per	
𝑞I)

• Fit	with	all	6	angular	
parameters	 free	to	float

• Fit	with	𝑭𝑳, 𝑭𝑺,𝑨𝒔 fixed
• Ratio	of	uncertainties	

between	free	and	
partially-fixed	 fit	is	used	
to	compute	the	
systematic	uncertainty

Systematic	uncertainty BC → K∗C µ'µ(

CMS-BPH-15-008
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pLimited size of MC 
samples: 

pEfficiency description: 
pKinematic mis-modeling:
pBackground 

parametrization model: 
pAngular resolution:
pDimuon mass resolution:
pFitting bias: 
pBackground distribution: .

B' → K'𝜇'𝜇( Systematic uncertainty

2018/5/10BEAUTY2018 21

第三章 中性流味道改变的稀有衰变 B+ → K+µ+µ−角分布参数的测量

3.10.9 总的系统不确定度

上文所描述的所有系统不确定度来源及估算结果都总结在表 3.20-3.21中。系统不
确定度之间是相互独立的，它们可以通过平方和开根号的方式计算出关于 AFB和 FH对

应的总的系统不确定度，如表 3.19所示。

表 3.19 关于 AFB 和 FH 对应的所有统计不确定度类型及其范围

Systematic uncertainty AFB(×10−2) FH(×10−2)
Limited size of MC samples 0.4–1.8 0.9–5.0

Efficiency description 0.1–1.5 0.1–7.8

Kinematic mismodeling 0.1–2.8 0.1–1.4

Background parametrization model 0.1–1.0 0.1–5.1

Angular resolution 0.1–1.7 0.1–3.3

Dimuon mass resolution 0.1–1.0 0.1–1.5

Fitting biases 0.1–3.2 0.4–25

Background distribution 0.1–7.2 0.1–29

Total systematic uncertainty 1.6–7.5 4.4–39

107
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ØResults	of	the	fit	for	each	𝑞I bin,	together	with	several	SM	
predictions.	
üthe	inclusive	𝑞I bin	1.00–22.00	GeVI does	not	include	events	from	
the	J/ψ and	ψ° resonance	regions.	

üthe	first	uncertainties	are	statistical,	calculated	by	profiled	
Feldman-Cousins	method.

üthe	values	from	fifth	to	seventh	columns	are	SM	prediction.

2018/5/10BEAUTY2018 22

B' → K'𝜇'𝜇( numerical results

北京大学博士研究生学位论文

3.11 结果总结

关于中性流稀有衰变过程 B+→K+µ+µ− 的角分布参数 AFB 和 FH 的实验测量值及

统计误差在章节 3.9.3详细给出，其相应的系统不确定度也在章节 3.10作出研究，对于
所有数值结果的总结由表 3.22给出。在整个 q2 信号区间，我们测得 AFB = 0.00+0.02

−0.02 ±
0.03(syst .)，FH = 0.01+0.01

−0.01 ± 0.06(syst.)。同时表 3.22还列出了近期的标准模型中关于
FH的三种理论计算结果。表格第五列是来自 Bobeth等人基于理论模型 [10, 35]用 EOS
软件包 [75]计算的结果，他们使用的形状因子参考文献 [36, 76, 77]。表格第六列来自
Matias等人 (DHMV)的理论计算 [78, 79]。表格最后一列来自 Straub等人基于 FLAVIO
软件包 [80]的理论计算，他们使用的形状因子参考文献 [81]，误差计算参考文献 [82]。
所有理论模型关于 AFB 的理论计算都是零。图 3.51给出了 AFB 和 FH 关于 q2 区间的分

布图，Matias等人 (DHMV)的理论计算结果在图中为红色带分布。图 3.52给出了 CMS
实验测量结果与 LHCb实验近期测量结果 [33, 34]的对比图。

总而言之，通过 CMS探测器在 2012年采集的积分亮度为 20.5 fb−1，质心系能量

为 8 TeV的质子-质子对撞实验数据，我们成功给出了中性流味道改变的稀有衰变过程
B+→K+µ+µ− 的角分析研究。实验测得缪子系统前后不对称性参数 AFB 和来自赝标量、

标量、张量幅度对于衰变宽度贡献的参数 FH关于双缪子不变质量平方的函数关系的数

值，结果与标准模型计算结果符合得很好，没有发现超出标准模型的新物理痕迹。有

望在 CMS探测器升级之后，随着 LHC积分亮度的提升，该衰变道可以采集到更多的
数据，给出更精确的测量结果。

表 3.22 各个 q2 bin中角分布参数测量结果及 FH对应的三种理论计算，其中 YS 代表信号事例数及
其统计误差，第三、四列分布为 AFB 和 FH 测量结果及其统计误差和系统不确定度，后三列分布对
应来自 EOS、DHMV和 FLAVIO的关于 FH 的理论计算

q2 [GeV2] YS AFB FH FH(EOS) FH(DHMV) FH(FLAVIO)

1.00–2.00 169 ± 22 0.08+0.22
−0.19 ± 0.05 0.21+0.29

−0.21 ± 0.39 0.047 0.046 0.045

2.00–4.30 331 ± 32 −0.04+0.12
−0.12 ± 0.07 0.85+0.34

−0.31 ± 0.14 0.024 0.023 0.022

4.30–8.68 785 ± 42 0.00+0.04
−0.04 ± 0.02 0.01+0.02

−0.01 ± 0.04 − 0.012 0.011

10.09–12.86 365 ± 29 0.00+0.05
−0.05 ± 0.05 0.01+0.02

−0.01 ± 0.06 − − −
14.18–16.00 215 ± 19 0.01+0.06

−0.05 ± 0.02 0.03+0.03
−0.03 ± 0.07 0.007 0.007 0.006

16.00–18.00 262 ± 21 0.04+0.05
−0.04 ± 0.03 0.07+0.06

−0.07 ± 0.07 0.007 0.007 0.006

18.00–22.00 226 ± 20 0.05+0.05
−0.04 ± 0.02 0.10+0.06

−0.10 ± 0.09 0.008 0.009 0.008

1.00–6.00 778 ± 47 −0.14+0.07
−0.06 ± 0.03 0.38+0.17

−0.21 ± 0.09 0.025 0.025 0.020

1.00–22.00 2286 ± 73 0.00+0.02
−0.02 ± 0.03 0.01+0.01

−0.01 ± 0.06 − − −
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The	best	estimate	of	𝑷𝟏 and	𝑷′𝟓 is	computed	by:
• Discretize	the	bi-dimensional	space	𝑷𝟏-𝑷′𝟓
• Maximize	 the	likelihood	as	a	function	of	𝒀𝑺,	𝒀𝑩,	and	𝑨𝟓

𝑺 at	fixed	values	of	𝑷𝟏,	𝑷′𝟓
• Fit	the	likelihood	distribution	with	a	2D-gaussian	 function
• The	maximum	of	this	function	inside	the	physical	region	is	the	best	estimate

Coverage:	the	confidence
interval’s	construction	is	
performed	only	along	two	
1D	paths	determined	by	
profiling	the	2D-gaussian	
description	of	the	likelihood	
inside	the	physical	region

Color	code	Log
Likelihood	(LL):
•	yellow =	0	to	0.5	
LL
•	green	=	0.5	to	2	
LL
Paths:
• Profile	likelihood	
for	P1
•	Profile	likelihood	
for	P5’

Profiled Feldman-Cousins	 BC → K∗C µ'µ(


